Tangentially coinjected deuterium beam ions were accelerated from 82 up to 150 keV during a major-radius compression experiment in the tokamak fusion test reactor. The ion energy spectra and the variation in fusion yield were in good agreement with Fokker-Planck code simulations. In addition, the plasma rotation velocity was observed to rise during compression.
PACS numbers: 52.50.Lp, 52.40.Mj, 52.50.Gj, 52.55.Fa The tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR) project was initiated to study tokamak physics near D-T breakeven conditions ( Q = Pr"", "/P"", = 1) in a twocomponent plasma, ' because the n, rE requirement for If Wp denotes the injection energy of the deuterium beam, the optimum 0 near break-even is expected to occur at W'p --150 -300 keV. It was pointed out by Furth and Jassby that substantial improvement in Q can be achieved by clamping the injected ions at the energy giving the maximal ratio of fusion-reaction rate to plasma drag, rather than injecting at higher energy and passing through the optimal region during deceleration. One proposed method was to inject tangential beams, accelerate the beam ions to the optimal energy by rapid magnetic compression in major radius, Fig. 1(b) .
The agreement is reasonably good throughout the compression duration of approximately 15 ms. The post-compression T, (0) and n, (0) were somewhat lower than expected from adiabatic scaling. This feature has been described in some detail previously, and is outside the scope of this Letter.
Two charge-exchange neutral-particle analyzers were used to measure the ion-energy spectra before and after compression. One analyzer was aimed approximately along the post-compression magnetic axis, while the second analyzer was aimed for tangency at 8 = 0.52 m. The change in the ion-energy spectra due to compression is depicted in Fig. 2 . The chargeexchange spectra were averaged over 10 ms, and all and the relative error between precompression and postcompression plasma due to calibration uncertainties is +15%. (b) Proton-count rate from 3He(dp)n reaction.
The error bars only represent statistical errors. The dashed lines indicate the Fokker-Planck code simulations, including the detector efficiency.
uncertainty and varies during compression because the 15-MeV proton orbits which reach the detector depend upon the plasma position. Orbit-code calculations'0 indicate that the efficiency for the post-compression plasma is about 0.5+o 25 times the value for the precompression plasma. Thus the d-He reaction rate increased by about 25 times after the beam ions were accelerated.
The error bars shown in Fig. 3(b) represent only the statistical error. The major experimental uncertainty is due to the dependence of detector sensitivity on plasma major radius, and the discrepancy between measurement and simulation results is within this uncertainty. [u&(0) Cv~ (0) Figure 4 shows the variation of u~ (0) Fig. 4 when fast time resolution was employed. Interferences from these 35-Hz mechanical vibrations were also observed by other diagnostics, e.g. , by the infrared interferometer. The data points used to determine the change of~~(0) due to compression were not affected by vibration. After the onset of the mechanical vibration, 80-ms time bins were used to average out the oscillations. From the exponential decay of these data points we deduce an angular-momentum-confinement time of 0.3 sec for the post-compression plasma. This value is comparable to those obtained in noncompression shots where interferences from mechanical vibration were not present. Detailed analysis of these data, including the effects of finite momentum-confinement time, beam slowing down, and sawtooth activity will be given in a separate paper. 
